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Abstract: 
 
This note provides an extended analysis on private strategies that could be 
adopted by farmers to manage their risk and on the role that public policies 
might play in supporting such strategies, providing a comparison between 
EU and North American tools. The ultimate objective is the definition of a 
framework of policy instruments that could be adopted at EU-wide and at MS 
level to effectively confront the problem of risk and crises management in 
agriculture. 
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1. Introduction 
 
Due to the biological nature of agricultural production processes and their strong 
dependency on the natural and climatic conditions, management of farm income risk and 
the possible role of public intervention in this context have long been a subject of great 
interest to academics and legislators in many countries worldwide. In Europe the subject 
has been discussed for years, alongside the reduction in protection to farmers on the part 
of public policies. The Health Check also laid great stress on risk management, which is 
actually one of the major novelties proposed under the legal framework recently passed by 
the European Union. 
 
Without neglecting the peculiarities of the production conditions in agriculture, it is 
indubitable that agriculture in developed countries has reached such levels of complexity 
that both the ranking in terms of relevance of the various causes of income variability and 
the impact of a given variation in farm revenues on the viability of the farm enterprise have 
radically changed. The organization of the agricultural production and its integration in the 
agro-food chain, the increased use by farmers of services such as credit, professional 
technical assistance, finance and insurance, the regulatory system within which it operates 
and the diversification of income generating activities within rural households are all factors 
that make the risk faced by today’s farmers in developed economies something deeply 
different and more articulated than what it used to be only few decades ago. 
 
These instances will be added to the issue of price volatility. In fact, since several years, 
agricultural commodity markets have experienced increasing volatility, particularly in daily 
quotations of futures markets. Moreover, with the drop of coupled price support, it is 
evident that the reform of the philosophy of intervention of the CAP will leave European 
farmers more directly exposed to output price fluctuations. 
 
Since market stabilization was one of the founding objectives of the CAP, it may be argued 
that this increased volatility of market price could affect farmers revenue both in terms of 
level and stability giving desirable a public intervention in supporting risk management 
policies in agriculture aimed to protect farmers revenue either from price volatility and yield 
downfall. This eventuality, emphasize the substantial difference between risk management 
and crises management which is still far to be perfectly clear, actually, among various 
Government, considered that they have often supported policy aimed to risk management. 
 
Would be clear that, at European level, could be desirable to implement a common 
framework aimed to define the overall framework, within the broad limits defined by the 
state aid regulation, which Member States (MS) could autonomously adopt national policies 
for assisting farmers in dealing with agricultural production and price risks, as well as 
natural catastrophes and market crises. 
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2. Risk management and crisis in agricultural sector  
 
The traditional classification of risks in literature distinguishes production risk sensu 
strictu, that is the possibility of lower-than-expected output quantity and/or quality, from 
price or market risks (either inputs’ price raising or output’s price falling after production 
commitments have been made), personal risks (i.e., risks of personal illness, accidents, 
death) and institutional risks (i.e., the possibility that relevant norms and regulations 
would change unexpectedly). Although most of the discussion on risk in agriculture has 
focused on production risks, as above introduced, the other dimensions are becoming more 
and more relevant in the modern agriculture 
 
To provide useful insights in a policy oriented discussion on the relevance of risk and on the 
most appropriate means to deal with it, we suggest a further classification that 
distinguishes risk generating events according to the degrees or levels of: 
 

- correlation between affected units: risks can be classified along a line that goes 
from idiosyncratic (i.e., events that independently affect single units) to systemic 
(i.e., events which simultaneously affect many units)  

- severity, i.e., the extent of damages caused, form negligible to significant; and 

- frequency, from rare to frequent. 
 
Depending on the combination of the three characteristics, risks might be located in a 
three-dimensional space (as a “risk-box”), where each vertex of the box could be 
identified as a prototypical risk. No real world event would perfectly correspond to one of 
the extreme forms of risky events; nevertheless, the utility of the classification is that it 
highlights the combination of characteristics of the events which are most relevant to the 
definition of an “ideal” management tool.   
 
Managing risk can be described as paying a premium to transfer the risk to someone who is 
better equipped to bear it. Sometimes this implies to transfer the risk to different economic 
agents, as for example when signing an insurance contract, or between different moments 
in time (such as when using savings to cope with the consequences of unexpected events). 
There are situations, however when the premium to pay to actually transfer the risk to 
someone else is too high. From a farmer’s point of view, therefore, the best strategy 
usually calls for comparing the cost to transfer the risk to the cost of retaining it.  
 
Problems of incomplete information are usually responsible for the high level of risk 
premiums. To this respect, a fourth dimension could be added to distinguish risks according 
to their predictability, intended here as the ability to associate a reliable probability 
distribution with the event. Predictability is a crucial condition for assessing the cost of a 
given risk management strategy and is a basic requirement for both insurability, that is, 
the possibility of establishing correct premiums for feasible insurance contracts and the 
potential for hedging through the use of financial derivatives. 
 
Complicating the ability of farmers to retain their risk, over the last years commodity prices 
have been more volatile than those of manufactured goods. Commodity price uncertainty, 
whether caused by government policy, foreign exchange rates, climatic disasters, or 
political/civil instability, is inherent in commodity markets. 
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Price volatility leaves a farmer uncertain whether he will receive a high price or a low price 
at the time of sale. The problem is, however, not limited to how much cash a farmer 
receives for his harvest. Every investment decision a farmer makes during the crop cycle is 
a difficult one because he does not know whether he will be able to pay back the loan for 
the investment (i.e. labour, fertilizer, equipment and repairs). The expected commodity 
price, prices of competing crops and government programmes play important roles in 
determining the area to be planted. Uncertain prices pressure a borrower’s ability to repay 
and thus make agriculture financing a risky proposition for lenders. In the absence of 
appropriate risk management instruments, financiers are reluctant to finance traders given 
the cash-flow uncertainty. Often, they will raise interest rates to cover uncertain risks, or 
simply refuse to provide credit. As a result, it is not surprising that a lack of price risk 
management is one of the major reasons that poor farmers stay poor (World Business 
Council for Sustainable Development, 2004). Farmers’ associations may also run similar 
risks: if they advance their members’ credits to be reimbursed through future deliveries of 
crops, they run the risk that at the moment that the crop is sold, prices may have fallen to 
levels too low to enable loan reimbursement (UNCTAD, 2002). 
 
From a macro-perspective, price volatility can be devastating: more than 50 developing 
countries depend on three or fewer leading commodities, such as coffee, sugar cane, 
cotton, wheat and maize, for at least half their export earnings. The prices earned on 
international commodity markets impact the government’s fiscal revenue, public 
expenditure, foreign reserves and its creditworthiness, and are thus of prime importance to 
the domestic economy (World Business Council for Sustainable Development, 2004).  
 
IMF Research (Cashin, 2003) emphasizes fluctuations in world commodity prices and terms 
of trade as being the most important external shocks that would affect macroeconomic 
performance and external balances of developing countries. For commodity-dependent 
countries, debt servicing is also closely linked to commodity prices. Commodity risk 
management has the potential of simplifying governments’ budgetary planning, improving 
budgetary control, and avoiding the need for crisis management due to unforeseen revenue 
shortfalls. 
 
It should be emphasized that one of the main reasons that have motivated the interests of 
EU institutions toward a new framework for risk management is the possibility that the risk 
faced by European farmers in the post-reform conditions might be changed. 
 
The first and most often cited justification is that, by dropping the support to prices of the 
main agricultural commodities, prices would be more variable. The likely increase in the 
variability of agricultural prices does not necessarily imply riskier prospects for European 
farmers, because the relevant definition of risk must consider both variability and level of 
the economic outcome (Hardaker, 2000). In the spirit of the recent CAP reform, the 
(possible) drop of price support is accompanied by the introduction of the (certain) single 
farm payments (SFP); this means that total farm revenue, which includes such SFP 
will not be reduced, on average, whereas the presence of a fixed payment will 
likely reduce its variance. 
 
In other words, the presence of a fixed payment would allow the farmer to bear a 
higher variance in the production-related component of the farm revenues, no 
matter how risk averse he or she might be. The larger the share of the single 
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payment, the higher the increase of variance that can be borne without implications on the 
welfare effect of risk(1). 
 
From what we just said we can conclude that the view that the reform per se is a cause of 
increased risk cannot be sustained. 
 

                                                 
(1)  The point raised stands on the assumption that mean and variance are sufficient to define the relevant aspects 

of the risky prospect, here agricultural income. 
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3. Private agricultural risk management tools 

3.1.  Revenue risk management tools 
 
The ultimate effect of risk on the economic welfare of agents (which could be taken as a 
basis for guiding the design of a comprehensive policy framework), is conceivably the result 
of both the characteristics of the potentially dangerous random events and of the complex 
set of public and private actions that can be taken, both ex-ante and ex-post. 
 
Over the years, a large number of private strategies and tools have been developed to 
assist economic agents in making choices in presence of uncertainty, and agriculture has 
usually led the way(2). At the same time, many existing public policies, both social and 
sectoral, have the effect of reducing the risk or mitigating its consequences. One relevant 
aspect in assessing the potential benefits of new norms and regulations is the relationship 
existing between public and private actions; in particular, the possibility that public action 
might displace, or crowd-out, existing private arrangements must be considered.  
 
Tools for risk management can be classified in two groups: strategies concerning on farm 
measures and risk sharing strategies. 

3.2.  On farm strategies 
 
When discussing of risk management and crisis in agriculture, until the very recent past 
most of the attention seems to have been focus on traditional insurance, that is, 
contractual arrangements where one party (the insurer) commits to pay to the other party 
(the insured) an indemnity whose amount depends on the actual damage suffered by the 
insured and when such damage can be directly imputed to the occurrence of a pre-specified 
event, in ex-change for a fixed premium, which can be taken as the price producers pay in 
order to transfer the risk. Unfortunately, traditional insurance has been repeatedly shown 
to present several drawbacks that make its use particularly difficult for events that cause 
correlated damages, that is, damages that occur simultaneously to a wide group of agents, 
and for damages which cannot be traced back to what analysts call “pure risk” or “acts-of-
God”. The existence of these problems has been confirmed by the fact that, despite the 
non-negligible effort of some Member States Governments (most notably, Italy and Spain3) 
in trying to promote the diffusion of insurance in agriculture, the bulk of the contracts re-
mains focused on a limited number of events (hail, fire) and crucially dependent on public 
subsidies on the premium paid to insurance companies that, in most cases, exceed levels of 
50% of the total rate. 
 

                                                 
2  Contrary to widespread opinions, some of the more sophisticated risk management tools have a very old 

history. As reported by Bernstein (1996): 
 “In Italy, farmers set up agricultural cooperatives to mutually insure members against bad weather; 

farmers in areas with a good growing season would agree to compensate those whose weather had been 
less favourable. The Monte dei Paschi […] was established in Siena in 1473 to serve as an intermediary for 
such arrangements (Bernstein, 1996, p.93, referring to Chichilnisky and Heal, 1993). “In the twelfth 
century, sellers at medieval trade fairs signed contracts, called letters de faire, promising future delivery 
of the items they sold. In the 1600’s, Japanese feudal lords sold their rice for future delivery in a market 
called cho-ai-mai under contracts that protected them from bad weather or warfare” (ibid. p. 306).  

 Options were described by Aristotle in Book I of Politics, and their usage was widespread in the 
Netherlands in the seventeenth century in the markets for flower bulbs. (ibid. p. 307) 

3  United States and Canada outside the Europe. 
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In fact, in many cases, the most effective risk reduction option remains the retaining of 
the risk in farm; probably the oldest on farms strategy is the diversification of the 
portfolio of income generating activities, something that has been long recognized by 
farmers all over the World who balance their exposure to risk by engaging in cultivation of 
different crops, or by mixing crop and livestock raising activities, or by employing part of 
their families’ resources in off-farm activities. The key aspect of successful diversification in 
terms of risk reducing potential is to find activities whose returns are uncorrelated. In this 
sense, the opportunities and the incentives for income diversification are copious, especially 
in developed agriculture such as EU’s. Diversification, however, always comes at the cost of 
foregoing possible gains due to specialization in the single activities which has the highest 
expected return. Others on farm measures are vertical integration and stabilisation 
account. 
 
In the first case, a vertical integrated firms retain ownership control of a commodity across 
two or more levels of activity. Risk reduction is one of the reason to vertically integrate 
them. In fact, it would helps farmers to reduce risks associated with a variation in quantity 
and quality of inputs (backward integration) or outputs (forward integration). Vertical 
integrations is more common in the livestock sector (especially in France)4 or in fresh 
vegetables sector5.  
 
For the stabilisation account, the relevant aspect is that, from a utility based point of view, 
what matters is the stability of consumption, not of current income. Since the 
development of the life-cycle and permanent income hypotheses (Modigliani and Ando, 
1960), theory and evidence suggest that consumption is positively related to the expected 
value of the long term wealth, not to current income. Changes in current income will have a 
significant welfare impact only in so far as they are deemed to be permanent (Friedman, 
1957). This aspect leads to consider the role of saving and borrowing as means to smooth 
consumption. When credit is feasible, a transitory change in income, ΔX, will entail at most 
a change in wealth of r ΔX where r is the rate of interest to be paid to borrow that amount 
of money for one year. This means that unless ΔX is very large and/or the interest rate is 
very high, the welfare cost of transitory changes in income is quite low for any reasonable 
degree of risk aversion. 
 
Therefore, unless conditions exist for which income reductions are persistent, or that no 
opportunity to save or to borrow exist, the benefits of eliminating them are very limited, 
which explains, for example, the limited demand for insurance of some weather related 
agricultural risks. 

3.3. Risk sharing strategies 
 
However, apart from extreme situations of negligible or very damaging risks, the vast 
majority of economic relevant risks can be transferred. The typical risk transferring 
action is insurance, which can take several forms. There exist extensive literature on the 
role of insurance in agriculture, which has been used to a different extent since a very long 
time. The general conclusion of the large body of existing literature on the use of insurance 
in agriculture is that it is a viable instrument only for some risks which bear the 
characteristics of being idiosyncratic, rare and whose damages are relevant, as it is usually 
the case for yield risk due to hail, fire, frost and few other easily identifiable causes. When 

                                                 
4 Integration backward into feed manufacturing. 
5 Integration forward into sorting, assembling and packaging. 
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the damages are not so relevant, it is usually cheaper for the farmers to retain the risk, 
resorting to self-insurance through the use of savings.  
 
The most common problems with traditional insurance relate to the presence of 
asymmetric information and to the degree of correlation among potentially insured 
risks. Asymmetric information leads to the known problems of adverse selection and moral 
hazard. Adverse selection arises when it is difficult for the insurer to ascertain the actual 
degree of risk exposure of the potential insured and the premiums cannot be customized to 
the individual levels of risk exposure. Basing the premium on the average risk will 
determine that only those with above average risk exposure will sign the contract, with the 
result that the ex-post average risk is higher than the one on which the premium is 
calculated (Akerlof, 1970).  
 
Moral hazard refers to the situation where the presence of insurance might induce hidden 
actions on the part of the insured who could have the incentive to lower its operating costs 
at the risk of increasing either the probability or the extent of damage: once the insurance 
contract is in place, the insured will benefit from the reduction in cost while not bearing the 
consequences of the increased risk which has been transferred to the insurer.  
 
There are several ways to deal with the problems due to asymmetric information. 
Contractual devices such as deductibles and no-claim bonuses, or the indexing of the 
insurance contract to objective parameters, outside the control of individual insured, are all 
means to reduce moral hazard to a great extent. The availability of reliable information on 
the production history of the insured on which to base the premium, might reduce the 
problems of adverse selection. 
 
It is worth noticing at this point that providing a subsidy to the insurance premium is not 
likely to solve any of the informational problems. Although a subsidy might have an 
extensive margin effect in inducing participation of those who would not buy insurance at 
full premium, thus reducing the overall risk of the insurance pool, it has negative incentive 
effects in that, whenever there is adverse selection, a subsidy will benefit proportionally 
more those with higher risk and those successful at exercising moral hazard. Similar 
considerations might apply to compulsory insurance, adopted in countries such as Greece, 
which could reduce the adverse selection problem by forcing also the low risk farmers to 
buy insurance, but that would be politically unpopular because of the redistributive effects 
from those with low risk towards those with high risk. 
 
Correlation of risks among the potentially insured is also often mentioned as a problem for 
commercial insurance. If risks are correlated, there is the possibility that most of the 
insured might claim indemnities at once, thus compromising the sustainability of the fund, 
unless large reserves are immobilized or the portfolio of risks is reinsured within a wider, 
more diversified pool. The larger the size of the potential loss, the higher the cost of 
reinsurance, making traditional market based insurance not feasible for truly catastrophic 
risks, although recent financial innovations have greatly reduced the scope for traditional 
reinsurance, providing the possibility of spreading catastrophic risk over a wider global 
market sustained by corporate and institutional investors (see below). 
 
Despite being very often cited in informal discussions, when applied to agricultural 
insurance, the correlation argument is not very convincing. For the most common types of 
hazards, correlation would be a serious problem only for companies which operate on a 
small scale, both geographically and in terms of insured productions. In today’s conditions 
of the insurance market, it is rare to find companies who specialize only on agricultural 
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coverage or that operate only in a single region. For most agricultural insurable risks, there 
is ample scope for reinsurance even within the insurance company operations. 
 
Another option of risk sharing strategy refers to the institution of group of farmers willing 
to manage directly their own risks without their transfer to intermediaries. Farmers 
constitute a capital fund on which they can rely in the case of severe income losses. 
Predefined rules set up the criteria that must be applied to mitigate individual farmer 
losses. In the Commission view, the option is seen as an instrument useful at a sector-
specific level where farmers share the same risk distribution. Actually, the proposed 
support from the Community to mutual funds is limited to a decreasing contribution to 
their administrative costs. 
 
Mutuality is an old form of organisation that has played and still plays an important role 
within the agricultural sector. It is an expression of solidarity among farmers aiming at a 
more favourable distribution of power relationships within the agricultural sector, that 
historically helped to build relevant organizations such as cooperatives that contributed to 
the growth and stabilisation of family farming in Europe. The same spirit should animate 
the building and the functioning of mutual funds with an effective capacity to be a risk 
management instrument for farmers. Of course, they could be more successful in situations 
where cooperatives and mutual organisations already exist. It is worth to observe that 
cooperatives, as well as producer organisations, already are an instrument of risk 
management in the sense that, performing commercial activities for their members and 
associates, they share and reduce price and production risks through contractual 
arrangements, the processing and the storage of products. 

3.4. Price risk management tools 
 
The discussion conducted so far refers mostly to production risks. A somewhat different 
situation entails price risk.  
 
In this scenario, we should also consider the impact of the greater future volatility of food 
markets upon the sector: climatic instability will translate probably into high crop yield 
variability, which will heighten tensions on the markets. As a result, the frequency of price 
shocks will increase, thereby increasing exposure to income risk for farmers and leading to 
farm closure. This eventuality is not only bound to squeeze farm yield potential, but also to 
favour conditions for a withdrawal of environmental and social conservation functions from 
huge tracts of rural areas and farmland world-wide. What has happened in the last few 
years is the demonstration that we are heading towards a scenario of greater uncertainties, 
which are inevitably reflected in market trends. Indeed, the extraordinary rise in prices 
which began in 2003 and culminated with the rises in mid 2008 was followed by a sharp fall 
which still continues today, creating serious difficulties for major production sectors in 
various parts of the world. 
 
The growth phase of prices was sustained by various factors. Besides those already 
mentioned of a structural (demand growth) and contingent nature (market speculation, 
protectionist reactions, calamitous events), other variables contributed to volatility, and 
may well continue to do so in the future. 
 
First of all, the market structure of some strategic commodities like cereals and rice. 
Overall, only 18% of world cereal production and 6% of rice passes through international 
markets. The volumes traded involve few exporting and importing countries, and in this 
situation minor shifts in supply or demand may drive large variations in prices.  
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Secondly, the level of food reserves is at its lowest for several decades. Cereal reserves 
have reached their lowest point since 1982, in that price stability during the years prior to 
the rise actually discouraged the creation of reserves. This undermined the capacity to 
respond to the market crisis and contributed to drive the price rise further upwards 
between 2003 and 2008. Besides, there is historical evidence for a close link between 
prices and reserves. The sensation is that it will take time for reserves of farm 
commodities, chiefly cereals, to return to normal levels, especially if freak climatic events 
continue to occur in the coming seasons. Although prices have fallen from their highs 
recorded in 2008 and world production is responding positively to the crisis, it is precisely 
the fall in prices which could discourage farmers from increasing production and 
governments from implementing effective policies to build up reserves once again.  
 
The sharp drop in prices, starting from mid 2008, has also been one of the main 
manifestations of the profound crisis in the world economy, which has seen the stagnation 
of industrialised economies and a considerable slow-down in emerging economies. The 
slow-down and, in certain cases, the fall-back in consumption, have had immediate 
repercussions on farm commodity prices, bringing major production areas to crisis point. 
The fact that the effects of this price fall upon farmers were so swift and severe stems 
chiefly from price transfer mechanisms in the agro-food chain, which tend to squeeze 
margins in the primary sector, the weakest contractual component of the production chain. 
Fragmentation in the “first link” contrasts with a strong entrepreneurial concentration in the 
downstream phases. About one quarter of the value generated by the entire system of 
world distribution is controlled by only ten companies.  
 
Moreover, the inelastic supply of farm commodities resulting from the seasonality of 
production cycles and limits to productive soil use combines with the sector’s structural 
fragmentation, whereby very small farm sizes account for much of the supply. These are all 
factors that reduce the bargaining power of the primary sector, make it more vulnerable in 
price reduction phases and perform less well when prices rise.  
 
Market instability thus poses a further problem to the continuity of much of the primary 
sector and is a risk factor to be added to others of a climatic and biological nature that 
already traditionally condition the sector. The range and intensity of price variations and 
climatic instability, which are closely inter-related phenomena, therefore make the scenario 
of uncertainties and risks facing the farmer more complex. The effects of commercial 
tensions, which are increasingly the hallmark of agricultural markets, will be amplified by 
such situations, and crises, albeit of limited duration, may bring about widespread farm 
closures. Such losses will be hard to recover in time, and run the risk of reinforcing 
constraints to an expansion in supply. 
 
Individual producers’ price for given agricultural commodities are obviously highly 
correlated, therefore the risk of price falling might not be spread among the producers of 
that commodity(6). Yet, the reduction of an agricultural commodity’s price, while being a 
damage for the producer of the commodity, generates a benefit for the buyers of that 
commodity. This leads to the possibility for farmers to transfer the risk by hedging the 
exposure of price falls by entering on contractual arrangements with their marketing 
counterparts (sellers of inputs, or buyers of output) and/or using financial derivatives. 
The most commonly used derivatives in agriculture are commodity futures contracts 
and options on futures, which allow farmers to lock-in a certain price ahead of time. 

                                                 
6  However, the point should be made that an insurance pool might include price risks of many different 

commodities, and the probability that all prices drop at the same time is rather low. 
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These instruments have existed for a long time, and are particularly suited to deal with 
price risks. 
 
It has been held that the use of marketing and futures contracts is not as widespread 
among farmers as the description of their theoretical effectiveness might suggest, thus 
hinting at the fact that problems might exist that limit their operation. However, it must be 
recognized that, in order for these instruments to play a role, price uncertainty must be an 
issue. The observation that farmers in Europe have never been using futures to a large 
extent, rather than being an evidence of the problems affecting the functioning of these 
markets, should be taken as compelling evidence that price uncertainty has not been an 
issue. 
 
Financial markets offers an increasing scope for the management of other agricultural risks. 
Recently, options on agricultural yields and options on weather indexes have also 
been sold in financial markets worldwide which could be used by farmers to hedge 
production risks. As a matter of facts, changes that have occurred in the international 
financial markets are likely to induce a wider and wider use of financial instruments to 
hedge agricultural risks. These changes are happening and will continue to happen because 
of the rapid and continuously increasing supply of financial instruments, stimulated by 
innovations in financial theory and information processing, and because of the increased 
demand generated by the need to spread risk across the globe.  
 
The continued innovation and the increasing scale of the worldwide market for financial 
derivatives already provides and will likely continue to provide ample opportunities to 
hedge many agricultural related risks that only few years ago had to be dealt with narrower 
and less effective strategies. To take advantage of such opportunities however, some non 
trivial organizational changes and new institutional settings might be required in order to 
make agricultural risks saleable on such markets. In facts, it is rarely the case that 
individual farmers, in Europe or elsewhere, have sufficient size and the needed skills to be 
able to profitably use financial instruments to hedge risk by themselves. As it has been the 
case for the more traditional futures contracts and options, such instruments will not be 
used by individual farmers directly. Price risk for most agricultural commodities is largely 
hedged by merchants and processors rather than by producers, although the benefits in 
terms of risk reduction are at least in part transmitted to farmers through various forms of 
marketing contracts.  
 
For other kind of risks, such as weather related yield risk, the need may arise to coordinate 
and collect the exposure in a way that it could be effectively “packaged” and sold on the 
global financial market. This has been done already in fields other than agriculture: the 
innovations and the increased scale of financial markets have already provided 
opportunities to hedge, for example, catastrophe risk for which the cost of traditional 
market based insurance has long been prohibitive. The reference is to the so-called 
catastrophe bonds (CAT-bonds, for short), that have been issued by insurance companies 
to hedge their exposure on policies sold for catastrophes such as hurricanes or 
earthquakes. CAT-bonds include a special condition that states that if the issuer (which 
usually is an insurance or reinsurance company) suffers a loss from the named catastrophe, 
its obligation to pay interest and/or repay the principal is either deferred or completely 
forgiven. Advantages of CAT-bonds are that they are not closely linked with the stock 
market or general economic conditions, and therefore offer significant attractions to 
corporate investors. For example, for the same level of risk, investors can usually obtain a 
higher yield with CAT-bonds relative to alternative investments. Another benefit is that the 
insurance risk securitization of catastrophes shows no correlation with equities or corporate 
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bonds, meaning that they could provide a good diversification of risks for institutional 
investors. 
 
The road opened by insurance companies to deal with the systemic risks of catastrophes 
through the issuance of CAT-bonds could be taken also by governments, by insurance 
companies or even by farmers themselves, that bear the cost of systemic risks with large 
agricultural components (such as drought, excessive rain, floods, etc.). The exposure 
generated by these guarantees could be hedged on the global financial markets by issuing 
specific CAT-like bonds, exploiting the need of global investors to diversify their risk and 
the fact that agricultural risks are also uncorrelated with corporate returns. 

3.5. Tools for price risk management 
 
Price risk hedging instruments can be categorized under the umbrella of derivatives. A 
derivative is defined as an instrument whose value depends on the value of an underlying 
variable. While this definition may not be fully comprehensive at this stage, derivatives can 
perhaps be better understood as financial instruments based upon a common forward 
pricing strategy, which involves setting the price, or a limit on price, for a product to be 
delivered in the future. As a basic example, a commodity derivative is an instrument that 
permits one to buy or sell the commodity (the underlying) at a future time, at a price 
tentatively fixed today. Common underlying products in derivatives are stocks, currency, 
bonds, and commodities. Further, derivatives could also be classified on the basis of the 
markets where they are available. There are two broad categories here: (i) the 
standardized instruments that are traded on commodity exchanges (here the key derivative 
instruments are futures and options); and (ii) over-the-counter (OTC) instruments which 
are privately negotiated (here the key derivative instruments are forward contracts and 
swaps). 
 
Commodity exchange is a financial market where different groups of participants trade 
commodity-linked contracts, with the underlying objective of either trading the commodity 
or transferring exposure of commodity price risks. Organized commodity futures exchanges 
have existed for more than a century. 

3.5.1. Forward contracts 
 
A forward contract is an agreement between the seller and buyer to deliver a specified 
quantity of a commodity to the buyer at some time in the future for a specified price or in 
accordance with a specified pricing formula. The terms and conditions of the forward 
contract are therefore usually specific to each transaction. There are three essential 
concepts in using forwards. First, given that no cash transfer occurs when the contract is 
signed, the seller of the commodity is obliged to deliver the commodity at maturity; 
however the buyer does not have to pay money up front (except for transaction fees). 
Second, since the sole guarantee that a forward contract will be honoured is the reputation 
of the two parties entering the agreement, there is an inherent credit or default risk: the 
counterpart of the forward transaction may fail either to deliver the commodity or to pay 
the agreed price at maturity (UNCTAD, 1998). Third, forward contracts are primarily 
merchandising vehicles, whereby both parties expect to make or take delivery of the 
commodity on the agreed upon date. It is difficult to get out of a forward contract unless 
one gets the counterparty to rescind the contract (CFTC, 2005). 
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3.5.2. Futures 
 
Futures contracts were invented as a way to standardize forwards. In its simplest sense, a 
futures contract is a standardized forward contract that is exchange traded. It should 
therefore be emphasized from the start that a future is not a stock or a commodity, but can 
be thought to trade like a stock. The buyer (seller)10 of a futures contract agrees, as in a 
forward contract, to purchase or sell a specific amount of a commodity, security, currency, 
index or other specified item on a stipulated future date. However, there need not be an 
actual sale or purchase of goods at the stipulated time. Futures contracts are usually closed 
by making an opposite transaction (offset), i.e. the buyer of a future sells the future some 
time before the expiration of the contract. It should be noted that futures pre-determine an 
approximate price, but the effective cost of purchase or sale may vary according to market 
conditions. 
 
Futures, unlike forwards, are standardized and traded on exchanges. For example, every 
soybean contract traded on the Chicago Board of Trade (CBOT) is for 5 000 bushels, every 
gold contract traded on the New York Mercantile is for 100 troy ounces and for a specific 
grade. While both forwards and futures perform the same economic function of ascertaining 
cash flows, futures are a significant improvement because they provide liquidity and a 
performance guarantee due to being exchange traded. The standardization enhances 
liquidity by making it possible for large numbers of market participants to trade the same 
instrument. Trades among the members are settled through the exchange’s clearinghouse 
that guarantees the credit risk, i.e. in the eventuality of either the buyer or seller defaulting 
in their obligations, the commodity exchange would make good. 

3.5.3. Option 
 

Options can provide the seller of a commodity with the assurance of receiving a minimum 
selling price and the buyer of paying a maximum purchase price – they are therefore like 
insurance. In addition to the above “insurance”, options are attractive since they may 
permit the buyer of an option to participate in favourable price movements. Options can be 
therefore used to provide downside protection while retaining some degree of upside 
potential. What, then, is an option? Buying an option contract gives the holder or buyer of 
the option the right (note: there is no obligation) to buy or sell a specified quantity of a 
commodity (also called the underlying) for a specified price on or before a specified date in 
the future. It is common practice in grain trade calls and puts to refer to options on futures 
(i.e. the futures contracts are the underlying; this product is detailed later in the section). 
Options can be both exchange traded and privately negotiated or OTC (like forwards). OTC 
options (more common in currency markets) have the obvious flexibility in providing a 
customized contract, but have the inherent disadvantages of illiquidity, counterparty risk 
and higher costs. While the core risk management principles are common for the two, this 
section elucidates mechanisms of exchange-traded options (i.e. standardized options), 
which are more commonly used in commodity markets. Compared to futures and forwards, 
using options is a different proposition. There are two basic types of options: call options 
and put options. Call options give the buyer of the call option (long call) the right to buy 
the underlying commodity at a specific price (exercise price). The seller of the call (short 
call) has an obligation to deliver the commodity on the exercise of the option. Put options 
give the buyer of the put option (long put) the right to sell the underlying commodity at a 
specified price (exercise price). The seller of the put (short put) has an obligation to buy 
the commodity on the exercise of the option. 
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3.5.4. Weather derivatives 
 
Weather derivative instruments include weather swaps, vanilla options, option collars, and 
exotic (e.g., path-dependent) options. The underlying include heating degree days, cooling 
degree days, growing degree days, average temperature, maximum temperature, 
minimum temperature, precipitation (rainfall, snowfall), humidity and sunshine, among 
others – even the National Weather Service's temperature forecast for the coming week. A 
number of interesting considerations make weather derivatives different from “standard” 
derivatives. First, the underlying (weather) is not traded in a spot market. Second, unlike 
financial derivatives, which are useful for price hedging but not quantity hedging, weather 
derivatives are useful for quantity hedging but not necessarily for price hedging (although 
the two are obviously related). That is, weather derivative products provide protection 
against weather-related changes in quantities, complementing extensive commodity price 
risk management tools already available through futures. 
 
Weather derivatives are also different from insurance. First, there is no need to file a claim 
or prove damages. Second, there is little moral hazard, although there is some, as when 
someone with a long precipitation position attempts to seed the clouds. Third, unlike 
insurance, weather derivatives allow one to hedge against comparatively good weather in 
other locations, which may be bad for local business (e.g., a bumper crop of Italy oranges 
may lower the prices received by France growers). 
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4. Public role in risk management policies: a comparison 
between Europe and North America 

 
For many years, several phenomena have been predominant in the European agriculture 
that have been relevant for the overall variability of farm income: (1) yield variability, due 
to weather condition, was coupled with a steady increase of the average yields due to 
technical and biological innovation, (2) relatively stable prices for most product were also 
growing around an increasing trend, due to functioning of the CAP market interventions; 
(3) farmers have continued and increased their participation in gainful activities outside 
agriculture, and new opportunities have arisen for income diversification even within the 
farm (e.g. agro-tourism). 
 
These conditions have strongly affected the development and use of agricultural risk 
management tools in Europe, which have been focused mostly on those aimed at coping 
with yield variability (namely, marketing and technological innovation and yield insurance) 
and have neglected price stabilization tools (such as use of futures and forward contracts, 
options, storage management, and so forth) simply because they were not needed. If one 
thing can be expected from the change of philosophy that has inspired the recent CAP 
reform, is that more and more private instruments to manage price variation will develop. 
In the conditions of the reformed CAP, it is possible that price variation for some products 
as faced by European farmers shall be somewhat higher than before, although this will 
likely not be the main concern. 
 
Market stabilization was one of the founding objectives of the CAP. For this reason many 
CMOs provide stabilization measures that work with different aims and ability to affect 
market price movements. Such measures range from market intervention with a floor price 
to instruments designed to smooth seasonality in prices movements. Intervention price in 
the past was managed as a mechanism to support and stabilize farm income. After the 
MacSharry reform with the shift from market support to direct payments to producers, in 
many CMO’s intervention prices have been reduced and actually they have simply the 
objective to avoid severe price decline. In several CMOs beside intervention prices there 
are other stabilization measures taking the form of subsidies for private storage of sugar, 
dairy products and cheeses, bovine and sheep meat, wine (that also include intervention 
for distillation), olive oil. Subsidization of private storage is applied with contracts in which 
the holder of stocks agrees to sell them after a minimum period of time. The rationale of 
these subsidies is to reduce seasonal prices variations with the temporary withdrawal from 
the market of product. In this way the opening of market intervention for products that do 
not represent structural surpluses is avoided.  
 
Several European countries have in place measures to assist farmers to cope with income 
risk. The measures are quite different, ranging from the existence of solidarity funds to be 
called upon in case on natural disasters to the payment of subsidies to insurance 
premiums. 
 
One challenge in setting up a general framework for risk management in Europe would be 
that of making it compatible with the existing national policies, which will likely lead to 
define a very broad container which might include all different existing types of policies. 
More difficult will be to define a stricter domain for risk related policies and to force some of 
the MS to give up some of the policies they already have in place. 
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4.1. Public risk management policy in Europe 
 
In analysing the most significant experiences of EU countries, we must take into account 
that national programs for agricultural risk and crisis management exist together with other 
instruments horizontally implemented at the EU-wide level. In case of livestock epidemics, 
for example, the veterinary budget of the EU helps farmers in supporting the costs imposed 
by adoption of emergencies measures required following outbreaks of livestock diseases 
and other sanitary crises. Also, the European Solidarity Fund, established in 2002, can be 
invoked by MS in cases of “major” natural disasters to finance the mitigation of non-
insurable damages. At the EU level, however, arguably the most effective risk management 
role has been played by the various forms of price stabilisation schemes implemented 
within most of the Common Market Organisations, something that has certainly affected 
the evolution and effectiveness of all other risk management policies. 
 
Lacking a common framework, EU MS have autonomously adopted national policies for 
assisting farmers in dealing with agricultural production risks, as well as natural 
catastrophes, within the broad limits defined by the state aid regulation 2004/1. The types 
and the extent to which national policies have been adopted, however, differ widely within 
EU MS, possibly reflecting the agro-climatic conditions and crop specialization. Policy 
intervention aiding farmers’ risk management activities has been carried out mainly in the 
EU Southern countries, such as France, Greece, Italy and Spain, where subsidies to crop 
insurance and/or agricultural solidarity funds are in place. In other EU countries, 
agricultural insurance is not publicly supported although ad hoc assistance is offered when 
necessary. 
 
Insurance plays a central role in the Spanish system with a large involvement of the 
government providing subsidies for a wide range of insurance coverage, as well as public 
reinsurance for insurance losses. The Spanish system of risk and crisis management does 
not provide disaster compensations when insurance against the event is offered. For non 
insurable events, only ad hoc disaster payments are available to farmers, but only if the 
producer had already purchased agricultural insurance for covered perils. The trend in the 
Spanish system seems to be that of expanding the avail-ability of insurance for most 
crop/perils, by use of generous public subsidy within an organized public/private 
partnership. In Italy, both ex-post compensation for damages due to exceptional events 
and subsidies to crop insurance are available to farmers since 1974, through functioning of 
the fully publicly funded Fondo di Solidarietà Nazionale in Agricoltura. Ex-post assistance 
has consistently received the largest share of budget appropriations: on average, over the 
last 20 years, 72% of the Fund’s expenditure has been directed to ex-post compensation, 
while insurance subsidies have absorbed the remaining 28%. The generous access granted 
to compensations for damages due to exceptional events is likely among the reasons for 
the limited diffusion of insurance in the Italian agriculture. Despite the presence of 
subsidies to the premiums of about 40%, on average, the share of insured value on total 
crop production has never exceeded 25%. To try and handle the problem of the limited 
development of the insurance market, recent changes in the legislation have introduced the 
possibility of publicly provided reinsurance and extended the subsidy to the premiums for 
new forms of insurance coverage, although the limited funding of the new programs does 
not allow for a comprehensive assessment of its merits. Both in Italy and Spain, the cost of 
the ex-post compensation is charged on the public budget, thus allowing farmers to access 
a form of solidarity extended beyond the agricultural sector. A greater sectoral component 
of solidarity is adopted in France, where ex-post compensation for damages caused by non 
insurable events is co-financed by farmers, through taxes imposed on the purchase of 
insurance. The share of farmers’ contribution to the financing of the solidarity fund has 
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been of 52% during the past 40 years. Contrary to the Spanish and Italian experience, until 
recently, no subsidies to crop insurance were present, and even now that they have been 
introduce to try and compensate for adverse selection problems, they remain of very 
limited extent. The French system has been recently questioned and new instruments are 
beginning to gain relevance. The main changes aim at increasing farmers’ responsibility on 
risk management by providing fiscal incentives to the formation of precautionary savings to 
be used as a mean to smooth yearly income variability. Also, a pilot program which 
provides financial support to new multi-risk insurance products has been instituted. Non 
Mediterranean EU countries do not have generally established public systems for risk and 
crisis management in agriculture. Farmers manage risk with private instruments, and 
natural disasters are mainly dealt with ad hoc legislation. 

4.2. Public risk management policy in North America 
 
Differently from public intervention in EU countries, Unite States (US) and Canada built 
their institutional intervention thinking at a framework able to support in overall risk 
management activities for farmers. In fact, these countries aimed throughput the years to 
help farmers to hedge both revenue and price risk supporting revenue insurance 
programme, mutual fund, weather index. 
 
The US system is based on a system of widespread, highly subsidized, multi peril crop 
insurance (MPCI). Since the reform of the Federal Crop Insurance program in 1980, 
insurance has been identified as a potential substitute for expensive ad hoc disaster 
assistance. Despite a continued increase in the levels of subsidies to the premiums and the 
introduction of new forms of highly subsidized revenue insurance, however, the objective 
of reducing ad hoc appropriations for agricultural damage compensation has never been 
achieved. In recent years, while increasing costly public funded programs of subsidized 
crop insurance have been in operation, equally expensive ad hoc disaster payments have 
been authorized. In the US, price risk protection is  also achieved through Counter Cyclical 
Payments (CCP), established by the 2002 Farm Bill, given when the commodity price 
decrease below a target price level. The CCP programme becomes effective when the 
season marketing price for a commodity fall below a trigger price for the same commodity. 
There is a maximum payment level per bushel of programme yield, and it is paid on 85% of 
the programme base acre. It is consequent that this kind of programme help farmers in 
hedging their price risk instead of downfall in production. By overcome this limits, US 
launched a new programme called Average Crop Revenue Election (ACRE) available for 
wheat, soybeans and corn. The main difference of ACRE compared to CCP is that the 
trigger level for yield is represented by the state level (instead that farmer level). 
 
According to an established tradition, the government of Canada provides farmers with 
several risk management options. Currently, in addition to publicly provided and highly 
subsidized traditional crop insurance, and following in the experience of the previous Net 
Income Stabilization Account (NISA) program and Canadian Agricultural Income 
Stabilization (CAIS), farmers can chose to enrol in the program AgrInvest, that provides 
payments when current production falls below a reference margin, based on an average of 
the historic levels. The program is designed around special savings accounts financed by 
the farmers’ own resources. When withdrawals are authorized, the Governments matches 
farmers’ withdrawals in different proportions depending on the chosen coverage levels 
which may be of 70% or 100% of the reference margin. Regarding the indirect indices 
based on meteorological or weather indicators, some essays have been made in Canada: 
index insurance based on rainfall (Ontario); lack-of-moisture insurance (Alberta); 
temperature index for silage (Alberta), whereas in the European Union, even if agricultural 
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insurance in general is quite developed, meteorological index insurance exists only in 
Austria for the coverage of drought as a part of the yield insurance scheme. It was used for 
the first time in 2007.  
 
Specifically, in 2000, after a serious drought, Ontario has introduced an index insurance 
based on rainfall. It was developed by the State agricultural insurance corporation, 
Agricorp. The Agricorp forage plan protects farmers against forage crop losses with rainfall 
insurance settled on local weather stations. The scheme enjoyed great success with 
farmers and increasing participation rates. Rates are subsidized at around 50%. The 
scheme matured from a pilot program to a normal insurance product in 2003/2004 (Stoppa 
and Hess, 2003). 
 
AFSC also developed for Alberta a lack-of-moisture insurance where Spring Soil Moisture is 
used to estimate moisture conditions at the beginning of the growing season for pasture 
and silage producers. Rainfall information is also collected for the months of May, June and 
July to determine the payments. In 2002, around 4,000 livestock farmers have bought this 
contract. 
 
Last, corn producers in Alberta can use a temperature index to insure their losses of silage.  
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5. Institutional constraints to risk management policies 
and assessment of costs of the different tools 

 
As virtually any public policy in today’s globalized world, risk management policies must be 
compatible with a series of institutional constraints. As far as European policies are 
concerned, the main constraints are those related to WTO rules and to the discipline on 
State-aids. 

5.1. WTO rules 
 
After the 1994 URAA, the degree of freedom in policy choices has been considerably 
narrowed. Nowadays the only new policy measures that can be introduced are those 
defined in the so called green box exempted by the obligation to be reduced and 
constrained at a definite level. It is quite convincing that much of the attention that risk 
management instruments and policy have received in recent years both in the US and in 
Europe is indeed due to the introduction of two articles in the URAA, which listed 
government financial participation in income insurance program or income safety net and 
payments for relief from natural disaster among the types of support exempted from the 
domestic support reduction commitments, thus effectively allowing their continuation. 
 
The eligibility criteria listed in the URAA are rather ample, in that compensations of up to 
70% of the losses are admitted for income losses of at least 30% of the preceding three 
years’ average (articles 7 and 8 of Annex II), which caused most existing disaster 
assistance and financial participation to crop insurance programs to be promptly marginally 
redefined to comply with these norms. However, policy instruments included in the green 
box are the result of negotiation, therefore it is relevant to identify measures that have a 
high probability to remain consistent also with the future configuration of agricultural trade 
agreements. As far as the possibility that the such schemes will remain in the “green box”, 
evidence so far suggests that US programs have had limited or no production enhancing 
effect, and therefore cannot be considered trade distorting (Smith et al. 2003). It is worth 
noticing, however, that, despite being not directly trade distorting, transfers to US cotton 
farmers channelled through crop insurance subsidies have been included in the calculation 
of the production enhancing, total support granted to producers in the context of the WTO 
cotton dispute raised by Brazil against the US in 2002. Although the WTO panel concluded 
that Brazil had failed to establish that crop insurance payments have a price suppressing 
effect, the question have been raised that crop insurance subsidies can be considered a 
form of production related support, and it is uncertain how long the levels that they have 
reached especially in the US will be accepted. 

5.2. EU discipline on State aids 
 
Additional constraints come from the EC Guidelines for state aid in the agriculture sector 
(2000/C 28/02), which allows both payments to compensate for damages and subsidies to 
insurance premiums, provided that insurance is intended to cover disaster-like risks. 
 
In general, the discipline on state aids is rather generous in that it permits a wide range of 
interventions intended to compensate damages due to “unforeseen occurrences such as 
natural disasters, adverse weather conditions or outbreaks of animal or plant disease”. 
Adverse weather conditions such as frost, hail, ice, rain or drought may be assimilated to 
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natural disasters once the level of damage reaches a certain threshold, which has been 
fixed at 20% of normal production in the less-favoured areas and 30% in other areas. 
It appears that the EU discipline on state aids in agriculture has continued in the road 
opened by the URAA. This is a dangerous road if it will lead to the mistaken impression that 
a temporary 30% reduction in gross income from a single crop/product could generate such 
a welfare loss to require the intervention of public solidarity. 
 
Steps should be taken in making clear that what might really represent a crisis for a farm 
holder, and which would therefore require public solidarity, is one or a combination of 
events that, lacking external support, would causes current consumption to drop by 30% or 
more. Unfortunately, such a view seems to be still far away from common understanding. 

5.3.  Assessment of the costs for different risk management tools 
 
Since the beginning of the debate among EU institutions and stake-holders on risk and 
crisis management in agriculture, the European Commission proposed three possible 
options to be analyzed to the extent that they could “individually or jointly, completely or 
partially replacing Community and MS’s ad hoc emergency measures” (European 
Commission, 2005a, p. 6). In this way, it appeared that one primary theme of the 
communication was the idea that ad hoc measures, taken to compensate farmers for 
damages derived from causes beyond their control, could be substituted by a coherent 
common legislation based on a combination of individual, national and EU level 
responsibilities. 
 
There are some compelling reasons why ad hoc emergency measures can be deemed 
economically inefficient: budget appropriations for disaster assistance often divert funds 
intended for other uses, thus generating deficits in other sectors and possibly disrupting the 
efficiency of the originally planned expenditures. Furthermore, lacking a clear definition of 
which damages would be compensated and which one would not, the expectation of 
widespread public compensation might induce some farmers to engage in risky activities 
that, from the society’s point of view, should not be pursued, giving rise to misallocations 
of production factors (Skees, 1999).  
 
It would be possible to assess the possible costs for the public finances of the government 
support for individual risk management tools? "In fact it is possible, and some attempts 
have been made in the past. Aimed at this estimate, several studies carried out made 
assumptions about the mechanisms of the different tools and on the public contribution. 
Then, in this view, to make an estimate of public support in risk management in 
agriculture, it is necessary to determine which tools to introduce and what kind of operation 
must have these tools.  
 
In this context, the real question became how to fund this kind of intervention. In the past, 
the resources to finance the new measures were identified within the existing CAP financial 
commitments, although the possibility exist that MS might complement such funds. But 
then, the identified Community sources might be completely inadequate, and the only 
possible interpretation is that of a larger flexibility in using nationally funded intervention 
within a new EU accepted framework, possibly wider than the existing regulation on state 
aids. If this speculation is correct, the prospected new policy on risk and crisis management 
in agriculture would be a further step towards a more nationally driven CAP. 
 
The issue is a thorny one to deal with, since some of the proposed policies (such as the 
institution of an income safety net granted by direct transfers), despite being justified as 
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risk management devices, may have a large income support content. Considering also that, 
under current EU budget restrictions, such policies would be funded mainly, if not entirely, 
from national resources, the real possibility arises that the new EU framework would create 
large discrimination among farmers operating in different MS, depending on the relative 
sizes of the available financial resources and of the agricultural share of the gross domestic 
product of the Country. This might modify competition conditions within the EU agriculture, 
by penalizing farmers in countries with relatively large agricultural sectors and limited 
financial resources, which would receive lower support from such policies. 
 
Another delicate point that must be considered is that, since it is often difficult to 
objectively assess the conditions under which the intervention might be triggered 
(especially when such conditions are generically expressed in terms of income losses), the 
interventions could became subject of policy bargaining among farmers lobbies and their 
local and national government agencies, with reduced transparency of the policy 
intervention.  
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6.  The definition of a new strategic framework of risk and 
crisis management in agriculture and associated 
instruments 

 

A new strategic framework for risk and crisis management in agriculture requires some 
elements to be clearly defined: 
 

1. understanding the relevance of the risk factors and their potential effect on farmers’ 
welfare.  

2. unambiguous distinction between normal enterprise risk and truly disastrous events; 

3. definition of the scope for public intervention. 
 

As a matter of fact, there are risks that can be most efficiently managed by farmers’ own 
resources, either by diversification of income sources or by coping with the consequences 
of limited income fluctuations by self insurance. At the opposite end of the risk spectrum, 
we found risks for which there is no alternative to the reliance on some form of public 
solidarity, when predictability is so limited that no preventive action might be conceived. 
Most of the agricultural relevant risks are “in between” risks, with various combinations of 
frequency, significance and correlation. Hence, no single instrument is ideal under all 
circumstances. Any sensible policy framework should allow for a sufficient degree of 
flexibility to be adapted to the different conditions.  
 
In the context of agricultural risk management, this requires a preliminary and clear 
distinction of what constitutes normal enterprise risks in agriculture from what 
can truly be called a crisis. Public action that tends to substitute for possible private 
action should always be avoided. Farmers should retain the main responsibility for 
management of normal enterprise risk and a clearer distinction needs to be made between 
normal enterprise risk and truly catastrophic events. 
 
The study makes clear that risk must be measured against the potential consequences on 
the levels of consumption, not of current income, and that in most cases consumption 
depends on what is considered the expected permanent level of total family income. Such a 
position leads to the need to reconsider the predictable welfare implications of exposure of 
farming to such things as natural hazards or to market crises for specific, single products, 
and therefore of the benefits associated with direct public intervention. At the same time, 
the focus of the policy should be on the agricultural consumption units, rather than on 
production, and therefore less emphasis should be given of what has usually been 
done on prices, yields, or even income fluctuations per se. 
 
In the strategic design of a new framework for risk and crises management in agriculture a 
few points must be considered: 
 
1. Direct ex-post compensation cannot be avoided for unforeseen, systemic dangerous 

events. 

2. Incomplete markets for risk transferring and other forms of market failure prevent 
private actions in achieving any desirable level of risk protection form the society’s point 
of view, and therefore public actions other that direct compensation of damages is 
needed. 
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3. Public policies, however, might influence the incentives toward the use of private 
instruments, with potential widespread distortion and the hindering of the development 
of efficient private markets. 

4. Public policies must therefore integrate, recognize and promote to the maximum 
possible extent, individual farmer responsibility in confronting with risky choices. 

5. The best level of public intervention should be set, according to the subsidiarity 
principle. 

 
Two levels of public intervention can be envisaged to manage crisis.   
Damage compensation is the only option in the short-medium term. However, because 
the risk of political failures at the local level is higher, it become crucial to set unambiguous 
rules at the Community level, stating when such interventions might be triggered. The 
responsibility of assessing conditions that trigger public transfers ought to be separated 
from the political authority and delegated to an independent agency. Only damages to 
farm assets should be directly compensated, whereas damages to current production 
should be excluded. Compensation might be take the form of both direct transfer of money, 
and of financial participation in interests payments on loans specifically intended at damage 
recovery. In the medium-long term preventive private actions should be supported that 
reduce the possible extent of damages caused by natural disaster. 
 
In the medium-long term, private actions that might reduce the extent of damages caused 
by natural disaster should be supported, for example by providing incentives to farmers 
to move from disaster prone areas, or to make investments in protective 
infrastructures. Direct public investment in protective infrastructures might be 
needed, too. 
 
When normal enterprise risks is considered, as entrepreneurs, farmers should develop own 
risk management abilities by making use of private markets of insurance, credit and 
financial instruments. In this case, public intervention should act in order to promote 
private market or to favour the development of private abilities to manage risk.  Several 
actions can help in this direction:  
 
 providing the needed regulatory institutions and informational support in order 

to promote the expression of the private demand for market-based risk management 
tools, while guaranteeing competition on the supply side.  

 promoting the constitution of precautionary saving account through direct and 
indirect incentives, such as fiscal benefits in order to increase the potential of self 
insuring against some of the less severe risks at the individual farm level  

 promoting concentration of the demand for risk management instruments in 
order to have a more efficient access to all of these markets. In this case, supporting 
the operation of mutual funds is an effective way of fostering development of risk 
markets. In addition, to improve efficiency in risk transferring, the concentration of the 
demand will also have the effect of internalizing monitoring costs, thus increasing the 
scope for mutual management of some of the risks which, by their nature, might be 
difficult to transfer because of the presence of asymmetric information.  

 
It should be evident, that the institution of such a framework will require a thorough 
revision of the existing policy within the CAP. With a new EU risk policy put in place, there 
would no longer be justifications to market stabilisation features of various CMOs. In fact, 
although the role of price intervention has been widely reduced, several CMOs still grant 
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forms of market stabilization aimed at smoothing price variability. This set of measures still 
absorbs a non negligible share of the overall EU budget devoted to agriculture. Removal of 
these market stabilization measures would release financial resources that could be more 
effectively employed within the new risk management framework. 
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